
 

Finland in Winter 
 

 
 

February 21 – 27 2019 
(+/- 3 days as flights are not yet available) 

 

Price: £1645 

 

                                             Group size: 6 

 
Guides: Robert Canis, Paavo Hamunen & Olli Lamminsalo 

 

For over 20 years Finland has, for good reason, been at the top of the list for so 

many wildlife photographers. This country has everything - predators, raptors, 

unending views and that quintessential Finnish light! For this 6 day photo-tour I 

have teamed up with good friend and top Finnish nature photographer, Paavo 

Hamunen, whom I have known since my first visit back in 1999. We will photograph 

the iconic golden eagle, black-bellied dipper, siberian jay, snow laden trees amidst a 

frozen landscape and, with a little luck, owls. Lastly, but by no means least, we may 

even be lucky enough to witness the northern lights.     

 



Our base: 65° N 

 

The stunning ‘winter wonderland’ landscape of Finland in winter 

 



Bullfinch 

 

Highlights 

• Photography of some of Northern Europe’s most iconic wildlife subjects. 

• Target subjects include: Golden eagle, dipper, siberian jay and owls    

• Accommodation in a very comfortable cabin set in a forest.  

• Transportation including airport transfers within Finland throughout tour duration.  

• Small group size of just 6 persons.    
 

 

 

 



Itinerary: Subject to change depending on weather and available bird species. 

 

Day 1 

Arrive Kuusamo and transferred to our accommodation just 20 minutes drive away. Evening meal.     

 

Day 2 

Siberian jay, Dipper and frozen river landscapes 

The day will be dedicated to photographing Siberian jay and black-bellied dipper without the need 

for hides. Siberian jays are an absolutely stunning bird that are well known, in certain places, to be 

very tame indeed. We will visit a location I have visited twice previously where close-up images are 

possible. From here we will head to a location for some winter river landscapes where snow-laden 

trees and ice sculptures form making for some very dramatic compositions. After a while we will 

head to a nearby café for a hot drink and lunch. Finally, we will visit Europe’s best location for 

photographing the charismatic black-bellied dipper. Why is it so good? It’s the only place in the 

region where the river isn’t frozen due to the fast-flowing rapids. Black-bellied dippers perch for 

quite some time on nearby rocks and boulders and, as with the jays, I was really taken aback by 

how obliging they were.  

 

Day 3 

Golden eagles 

For this and Day 5 we will photograph the most iconic bird of Finnish forests – the golden eagle. At 

this very special and unique location set amidst the most stunning wilderness, we will spend 2 full 

days in spacious, comfortable heated hides. As there are two hides giving slightly different 

perspectives, the group will swap hides on the following day. The same pair of eagles (they bond 

for life) have been enticed to this area to feed for the last 11 years and unlike many eagle hides, 

there will be no need to enter before dawn and leave the hides at night. Instead , we will arrive (by 

snowmobile sledge!) at around 9am and leave at 5pm. Our guide and keeper of this site is the 

‘larger than life’ professional nature photographer,  Olli Lamminsalo.       

 

Day 4 

Owls and landscapes 

Finland is world famous for its owls and if the conditions are just so it is not uncommon to get 

incredible close-ups of such species as hawk, pygmy and great-grey owl as I have done on all 3 

visits. However, please do not book this tour on the understanding that you will definitely 

photograph great-grey owl as they (as all owls) are unpredictable and may not even be in the area. 

If we see and photograph them then consider it a bonus! Our base, Kuusamo, is one of the top 

European locations for photographing these birds and we have the best guides so, if they are in 

the vicinity, we will see them. Aside from the possibility of owl photography we will also 

photograph the snowy landscape of this region with a drive to a fall-top to capture the snowy ice-

sculptures known as Tykky. Conditions permitting, there could, also, be the opportunity of an 

evening spent on top of a fell giving amazing views across a frozen Finland where there is a small 

hut with a fire enabling us all to remain warm while photographing and waiting for the northern 

lights!  

 

In order to reach the summit we will be shuttled by snowmobile thereby requiring an additional 

guide and snowmobile. As a result there will be an additional charge of approximately £50 per 

person. This will be decided upon much nearer the time.  

 

Please note: Regardless of the conditions, if we have the opportunity of photographing owls this 

will take precedence over landscapes.    

 

 



Day 5 

Golden eagles 

As day 3. 

 

Day 6 

Owls and landscapes 

As day 4 

 

Day 7 

Departure day 

Depending on the time of departure we will head out early and attempt owl photography and/or 

possibly landscapes.  

 

 

 
Robert Canis 

 

 

 
 



 
 

 

Temperatures 

Winters in Finland are, generally, very cold with temperatures typically being in the region of -20° 

C. However, the last couple of years have been quite mild at this time with temperatures being in 

the region of just -5. You will be given suggestions on the clothing required upon booking of this 

tour.    

 

Experience level 

Intermediate upwards. This is a tour and not a workshop where emphasis is on getting you to the 

best locations for photography. I will, however, be on hand to offer any advice you may need.    

 

Fitness level 

Moderate. You must be prepared to spend relatively long periods of up to 2 hours in the cold and 

walk through deep snow. However, we will often be photographing near the minibus so you have 

a refuge should you require it! We will be shuttled by snowmobile to the eagle hides. Please 

contact me if you have any concerns.     

 

Accommodation 

We will be staying in a spacious and very comfortable log cabin in the heart of a forest. Each 

person will have a room to themselves. There is no en-suite but there are 3 bathrooms, each with 

a toilet and shower fitted to a very high (typically Finnish!) standard. There is, also, a sauna.      

 

 

 

 

 



 
Our cabin  

 

 
Great-grey owl                                                                                                                              Robert Canis 



Food 

Finnish cuisine combines traditional with contemporary where meat, fish, vegetables and berries 

are prominent. Our meals will be of the home cooked, traditional variety served by our host, 

Tuula. All meals will be served in the main restaurant building requiring a short walk of just 100m.   

Price includes: 

• All transport within Finland including airport transfers.  

• Breakfast, packed lunch and evening meal.   

• Single/double room occupancy. No single-supplement required.  

 

Price excludes: 

• Flights. Circa. £250.   

• Insurance.    

• Alcoholic drinks at meal and leisure times. 

• Possibility of an additional fee of approximately £50 on Day 5 for snowmobile shuttle to 

summit of fell.   

 

Equipment required: A full check-list will be given upon booking of this tour but the following will 

give you an idea. 

 

• SLR and one as backup.  

• Wide-angle for landscapes. 

• Telephoto-zoom.  

• 300mm – 600mm with, possibly, a 1.4 / 2x tele-converter for the eagles, forest birds and 

dipper portraits. May be worth considering hiring a long lens though not essential, especially if 

you have a fairly high (18 MP and above) resolution camera where you can always crop in the 

computer.  

 

 
 



 

 
 



Testimonials 

 

“Well what can I say? Once again you have surpassed yourself !!. Accommodation in a cosy log 

cabin in the forest set the scene for a fabulous few days of photography in the Kuusomo region of 

Finland and we were sustained by our hosts superb hearty traditional cuisine.....I have developed a 

liking for Reindeer and Elk! 

 

The schedule allowed plenty of opportunity for both landscape and wildlife photography and 

individuals had time to perfect their own style of photography in addition to having three 

professionals on hand to advise. Parvo and Ollie were excellent local guides and very generous in 

sharing their knowledge of the area, wildlife and photography skills.  

Highlights for me included good views of the pair of Golden Eagles, the Great Grey Owl, Crested tit 

(not to mention a whole host of the smaller birds), Wolverine tracks, Ice sculptures and the heavily 

snow laden trees so typical of the area... oh and of course the snowmobile shuttle up to the 

Hides!. I have returned home having enjoyed the company of a great group and thrilled to have 

some 'keepers' amongst my many images. 

As always your clients safety is paramount to you and your professionalism at all times makes any 

trip with you a truly amazing experience. Only dilemma is...where to next, Bob”? 

Wendy Kennett 

"The Finland trip with Robert was a truly special experience. A wonderful environment with 

knowledgeable and passionate local guides who enabled us to have some magical moments...and 

that is even before you take a photograph! Robert was an outstanding mentor throughout our 

time together. Very generous and supportive with his knowledge and advice, I learnt a lot and 

took some pictures I am delighted with as a consequence. We had a lot of fun too...a great trip 

Robert. Thank you”. 

Gareth Williams 

“The trip was very well organised from start to finish. The advice on camera equipment and what 

to take was extremely useful before the trip. During the tour we were constantly given 

information on camera settings and suggestions on how to improve. A trip made enjoyable by 

good support from Robert, Paavo and Olli, and meeting the other photographers. We will certainly 

join Robert's other workshops again”! 

Marie-Laure Stone 

“A thoroughly enjoyable trip into the wilderness of Finland.  Perfectly organised, excellent 

accommodation and a simply stunning location.   A big thank you to Rob, Oli and Paavo for all the 

support given and for making this trip so special.  Plenty of photographic opportunities and lots of 

fun along the way.  Highly recommended”. 

Roger Marks 

 

 

 


